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ABSTRACT 
Multi-spectral images of human tissue taken in-vivo often contain image alignment problems as patients have difficulty 
in retaining their posture during the acquisition time of 20 seconds. Previously, it has been attempted to correct motion 
errors with image registration software developed for MR or CT data but these algorithms have been proven to be too 
slow and erroneous for practical use with multi-spectral images. A new software package has been developed which 
allows the user to play a decisive role in the registration process as the user can monitor the progress of the registration 
continuously and force it in the right direction when it starts to fail. The software efficiently exploits videocard hardware 
to gain speed and to provide a perfect subvoxel correspondence between registration field and display. An 8 bit graphic 
card was used to efficiently register and resample 12 bit images using the hardware interpolation modes present on the 
graphic card. To show the feasibility of this new registration process, the software was applied in clinical practice 
evaluating the dosimetry for psoriasis and KTP laser treatment. The microscopic differences between images of normal 
skin and skin exposed to UV light proved that an affine registration step including zooming and slanting is critical for a 
subsequent elastic match to have success. The combination of user interactive registration software with optimal 
addressing the potentials of PC video card hardware greatly improves the speed of multi spectral image registration. 
 
Keywords: Image registration, multi-spectral imaging, dermatology, clinical evaluation over time. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Biological tissues can be studied with high spatial and spectral detail using fast electronic tunable optical filters1, 2. The 
data set of a multi-spectral image consists of more than 100 monochrome pictures which take many seconds to acquire 
due to tuning and exposure times (which are often long near UV). During imaging of patients, misalignments of the 
spectral pictures easily occur due to uncontrollable movements e.g. breathing or involuntary muscle movements. 
Misalignment is also present when images are compared which have been taken at different moments in time, e.g. for 
monitoring wound healing or the effectiveness of a treatment. These misalignments not only consist of translations and 
rotations of the tissue of interest, but also of local elastic deformations. 

Common image registration algorithms perform suboptimal as they do not allow user interaction to correct 
registration errors. These errors easily occur for skin images as matching is done on repetitive patterns like vasculature 
or collagen structure, which result in many local minima in the matching function. With multi-spectral images, the 
matching problem is even worse as images taken near IR strongly differ in intensity and structure from images taken 
near UV (Fig. 1). Only at the end of such an automatic registration process, the user can change some registration 
parameters, re-run the registration process and hope for the best. As these algorithms take much time before they give a 
response to the user, it is almost unfeasible to fine-tune their parameter list in order to match multi-spectral images. 
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Fig. 1 Example of spectral images taken at 435 nm, 531 nm, and 717 nm of UV radiated skin (left side of ink line 

unexposed, right side exposed). 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 Image acquisition 
Our multi-spectral camera system consists of tunable filter of Cri type VariSpec VIS-10-20-STD (www.cri-inc.com, 
400-700 nm, 10 nm bandwidth) and a high resolution 12-bit camera (PCO Pixelfly QE, www.pco.de). In front of the 
camera different lenses can be placed for specific applications. In a specially designed dermatoscope configuration, 
multi-spectral images can be obtained of the skin to track laser treatments or skin diseases1, 2(Fig. 2, top row). For 
neurosurgery, images can be made of the human cortex by mounting the multi-spectral camera on a surgical microscope 
made by Zeiss using a specially designed C-mount Zeiss adaptor (Fig. 2, bottom row). 
 

   
 

     

Fig. 2 Multi-spectral imaging system adapted for use in dermatology (top row) and neurosurgery (bottom row). Note 
that using false colors for red, green, and blue the tumor outline in the lower-left image gets more pronounced. 
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2.2 Image registration 
We developed a special software package to register multi-spectral images in an interactive way. The images are drawn 
as direct3d textures to speed up the rendering and registration process3. The vertex coordinates of the direct3d textures 
are interpolated from control points using Gaussian blurring4. The positions of the control points are given by an affine 
transformation and a local elastic shift. The affine transformation is based on translation and rotation but also on 
anisotropic zoom and slant, as this leads to a much better initial position for the elastic match. The affine parameters and 
the elastic shift per control point are elements of a parameter vector. 

The direct3d texture images are created as follows: Firstly, edge images are determined by calculating the gradient 
images using local derivatives using a sigma of three pixels. Secondly, the edge images are contrast-stretched with 
outlier removal to 8-bit textures. These textures are drawn for each parameter setting to a back surface, whose contents 
are copied back from display memory to main memory using direct memory access (DMA). As the images are 
normalized, the match value or similarity measure can easily be derived from the mean sum of squared difference 
between reference and (drawn) floating image5. The match value is minimized by first changing the affine elements of 
the parameter vector, followed by changing the elastic elements of the parameter vector. As the elastic match is only a 
local process, the speed of the elastic match can be greatly accelerated by drawing onto a smaller back surface covering 
the area around the control point that is being matched. This area is defined by the positions of eight neighboring control 
points. Unnecessary checking of already matched control points is avoided by marking only the four control points in 
the direct neighborhood of the changed control point as to be matched in the next iteration. Because interpolation is 
performed by the display hardware, the image registration is fast (50 s for 14,000 match value evaluations per elastic 
match for an image with resolution 1392x1024, full resolution, Powell optimization) and the iteration process is 
displayed in real-time to the user. The user can interfere when the registration tends to fail by changing the positions of 
the individual control points toward a solution and continue the registration process in an automatic way. 

At the end the floating image can be re-sampled with sub-voxel precision to the reference image space using again 
the graphic hardware. To retain the 12 bits of the image data, a special algorithm has been designed to exploit the 8-bit 
RGB graphic hardware to exactly produce the interpolated re-sampled image data at high speed. 

2.3 Multi-spectral image registration 
The software package has special features for registering multi-spectral image sets. Instead of registering a monochrome 
or a RGB-color image, the spectral image slices of a multi-spectral image have to be registered individually as motion 
may have occurred during acquisition. In matching multi-spectral images, one first has to calculate a reference multi-
spectral image to which all other multi-spectral images are registered. To create such a set, one has to define one 
spectral slice as a reference slice to which all other spectral slices in that set are registered. Often, the slice at the center 
is chosen as reference, as it still contains some features visible in UV and features visible in near-IR. Then all other 
spectral slices are registered to this reference slice, using the algorithm described in section 2.2. In practice, user 
interaction is only needed for the first match, and this match can be re-used as a starting position for the rest of the 
spectral matches. Finally, if the user has approved the matches, all spectral slices are re-sampled according to their 
corresponding match vectors, resulting in a matched multi-spectral reference set. 

When other multi-spectral image sets are registered to this reference set, it is more efficient and less-erroneous to 
match them directly to the reference set than aligning them first and matching these slices to the reference set. This 
directly match is performed by matching each spectral slice to its corresponding spectral slice of the reference set. At the 
end, all spectral slices are re-sampled according their corresponding match vectors, resulting in an multi-spectral image 
set that is matched to the multi-spectral reference set. 

As there are many spectral slices in a multi-spectral image, it is sensible to see whether the match of spectral slices 
can be skipped to speed up the matching process. This is feasible when there was only little movement during image 
acquisition or when the movement was not jerky but continuous in one direction. Then only a selected group of spectral 
slices have to be matched and all other spectral slices are re-sampled according interpolated match vectors. We use bi-
linear interpolation of two neighboring match vectors; the closer the wavelength of the spectral slice to one spectral 
match, the more its match vector will look like that match vector. In practice, of the 100 spectral slices present in a 
spectral image, only 3-5 have to be matched directly while the others are interpolated. This results in a 20-fold reduction 
in calculation time. 
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3. RESULTS 

3.1 Illustration of the matching process 
To illustrate the interactive matching method, consecutive frames are shown of matching two multi-spectral 
dermatoscope images taken at 435 nm (Fig. 3). An image taken at 435 nm shows a good contrast for skin vasculature 
due to a strong absorption peak of hemoglobin. The top row (Fig. 3ab) shows the two original unmatched images 
captured of the same skin, one captured directly after UV irradiation, the other captured 24 hour after UV irradiation. A 
quick glance does not reveal much resemblance between the two images; only after close inspection one can recognize 
similar landmarks in both images. To help in this recognition process the user can make the floating image semi-
transparent and interactively move or rotate it over the reference image to give the automatic matching process a good 
starting position. Then the first step in the automatic matching procedure is started which consists of an affine 
registration algorithm where the parameters of an affine transformation are iteratively updated to minimize the 
difference between the floating and reference image. The result after an affine match (with translation and rotation as 
free parameters) is shown in Fig. 3c, where the difference between the floating and reference image has been enhanced 
by inverting the floating image before drawing it on top of the reference image. A valley can be seen showing that the 
registration is almost correct in that area, but as ‘hills’ can be seen above and below the valley, the affine registration is 
far from perfect. 

After the affine step, the second step in the matching process can be started which is based on an elastic registration 
algorithm where the positions of the grid control points are adapted to minimize the difference between the reference 
and floating image. The result after about 50 s is shown in Fig. 3d. Almost the entire floating image now has been 
matched correctly, only in the right top corner ‘hills’ can been seen which indicate remaining registration errors. At this 
point the user might move individual control with the mouse to give the elastic registration a better start position (Fig. 
4). After the user intervention, the elastic registration algorithm can be started again. 

However, in this case user intervention can be prevented by allowing the affine registration algorithm to adapt also 
the anisotropic zooming and slanting parameters of the affine transformation matrix. Then the result after the first affine 
step as shown in Fig. 3e is much better than the result with translation and rotation alone (Fig. 3c). The second elastic 
step then has a much better starting position resulting in a perfect match (Fig. 3f). 

The final result is shown in Fig. 5, where the reference and finally matched floating image are shown next to each 
other. To appreciate the registration accuracy, rectangular parts of the reference and floating image have been enlarged 
showing the large correspondences between the two UV irradiated skin images. Only after close inspection one sees that 
some micro-vessels had been filled with blood directly after UV irradiation and became empty within 24 hours after UV 
irradiation. These subtle changes would remain invisible when the registration was not this perfect as it would have been 
disturbed by numerous registration errors. 
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Fig. 3 The interactive registration program in action. See main text for explanation. 
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Fig. 4  Direct visual feedback after user manipulation of a control point. 

 

   

  
Fig. 5 Final result showing subtle differences in micro-vasculature. 
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3.2 KTP laser treatment of vascular naevus 
To see how the image registration algorithm can be used to follow treatment over time, we captured several multi-
spectral images of a vascular naevus during treatment with a KTP laser (Fig. 6). The KTP laser is a frequency doubled 
Nd:Yag laser with a wavelength of 532 nm, a wavelength especially targeted for high absorption in hemoglobin and 
thus in bloodvessels. At start of treatment, the neavus can be seen on the left, with a light-brown pigment stain on the 
right (Fig. 6a). After applying a dose of 30 J/cm2 at random spots across the target (Fig. 6b), the blood circulation in 
entire area strongly increased, which is normal for such a treatment, but no decrease of the naevus could be seen. 
However, there was a quick and strong pigment reaction within a day, which decreased gradually over time (Fig. 6cd). 
After a year, the treatment was repeated with one short pulse of 40 J/cm2, directly targeted at the lesion. After one day, a 
blister appeared at the laser spot, which slowly decreased after a week. This time, the naevus has disappeared at the 
center of the blister, not at its edges. When looking at bloodvessels themselves, we see that where the blister resided, 
new blood vessels have been created, whereas the vascular pattern remained the same for the rest of the image. Pigment 
reaction was only visible around the targeted area and not far beyond. It thus seems that pigments will only react when 
they are excited by the laserbeam directly and not indirectly by the healing process. Naturally, more experiments (with 
different skin types, laser types and treatment protocols), for a final conclusion, but it is clear that the interactive image 
registration algorithm provides a valuable tool for such research. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
Compared to other registration algorithms which are either totally interactive or totally automatic6, the registration 
method presented includes an active role of the user in the registration process. The user has full control during the 
registration process as he/she directly can see when the match starts to fail, can correct the match by displacing control 
points with the mouse and let the process continue. As the registration efficiently exploits display hardware, the match is 
also much faster compared with common registration algorithms. The software is optimized for use with multi-spectral 
data sets, handling reference wavelengths, range matching and re-sampling ranges of multi-spectral images to be 
registered and re-sampled. 

The combination of user interactive registration software with optimal addressing the potentials of PC video card 
hardware greatly improves the speed of multi spectral image registration enabling in-vivo tracking of wound healing 
and effectiveness of treatment over time. 
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Fig. 6 Pictures of spider naevus during different stages of KTP laser treatment. a) Original picture, b) reaction after a 

moderate dose of 30 J/cm2 showing strong pigment reaction, c) reaction after another two weeks, d) again after a 
year, e) blister reaction one day after high dose of 40 J/cm2, f) part of spider naevus has disappeared after a 
week. 
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